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Winner -- Poetry 

First Ladies, m. 1963--d.1976
By Eve Brouwer

Read entire piece here. 

We were the first ladies . . . 
     Kay, Diana, Sharon and I.
Ladies first--through doors, to be seated, 
     into aisles of theater seats.
We were always ladies, 
     first, and foremost, and above all else.
We'd been dutiful daughters, and virgin brides, 
     and became good wives, and loving mothers.
Yes, we were ladies first, and foremost, and above all else.
 
We were the first ladies
upon whom our husbands
bestowed their names,
the first ladies to whom they
plighted their troths.
A place of honor was given us.
We knew our place and kept to it.
 
We supported husbands earning degrees
and, by degrees, their masculinity,
husbands who came
     --and went--
with impunity.
We stayed still, in ladylike passivity.
In still nights we stayed
     --and waited--
loosed our chignons, our French twists
     --and stopped.
Frozen in an earlier time.
 
The world turned and skewed, and,
through curious eyes,
we viewed askance 
     political revolutions.

Through amazed eyes,
we read, titillated
by a sexual revolution.
With guilty consciences, we stood in line,
signed the children into preschool.
 
Minute cracks in our polished veneer 
     let longings in,
let the Ms.'s hook their fingers toward us,
let the Ms.'s beguile us thus. 
     They kept their own names, 
     Wrote their own vows, 
     Took their own bows.
 
Looking back, are those our new "sisters" 
     marching on DC?
Is that us, sitting still, still sitting, 
     t hi   TV?



 
Cinthia Ritchie is an Alaskan writer, ultra-
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Rasumson Individual Artist Awards and
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York Times Magazine, Evening Street
Review, Sport Literate, Rattle,  Water-Stone
Review, Into the Void, Clementine Unbound,
Deaf Poets Society, Third Wednesday, GNU
Journal, Damfino Press,  Brilliant Flash
Fiction, The Hunger and others. Her first
novel Dolls Behaving Badly was published
by Hachette Book Group.

You may contact Cinthia at
www.cinthiaritchie.com.
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     watching on TV?
 
Yes, and then . . . the husbands left.
Yes, and then . . . we fell 
     into the abyss.
Some to sink, some to swim, 
     most to flounder, betrayed
by our mothers' voices,
our husbands' vows,
our sisters' visions,
our own ambitions.
 
Read entire piece here.
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Winner-- Creative Nonfiction/Memoir 

Eating
By Cinthia Ritchie

 
Read the entire piece here.

My sister died of a heart attack. She was only forty-three. It wasn't what she ate, all of those foods they warn
us about: fried chicken and cheeses and biscuits dripping in butter. She didn't eat any of those; she didn't eat
at all. She starved until her bones popped out from her skin, until her elbows and knees jutted sharp and slick
and dangerous. She languished in her ability to refuse food, in her keen, transparent hunger. It was as if she
were in a love affair so consuming she couldn't break free, teasing and flirting until her weight dropped down
so far she almost couldn't catch herself.
 
Almost. And then she would pull herself up and start eating again, slowly, and only certain foods: dried
oatmeal and crackers and the soy-based protein powder she bought in canisters at the health-food store, white
and bland and devoid of any flavor except salt. She allowed herself these stingy, dried foods, chewing and
swallowing as if it were a penance. She ate until she was at a marginal weight, still too thin but passable,
model-slight, addicted-looking skinny.
 
When she wore pants and long sleeves, her bones camouflaged beneath fabric, people often complimented
her.
 
"You're so thin," they marveled. "You must barely eat."
 
My sister would give a smug, satisfied nod. It pleased her, I think, that she could do this, look like this. I
doubt it was what she truly wanted and I'm sure that it didn't come close to being enough, but still, she could
do this. She could be the skinniest.
 

***
  
A white plastic bodysuit covers my sister's upper body. It looks like one of those old-fashioned swimsuits
from the twenties, with bloomers attached to the legs. This, according to the funeral director, is to keep the
fluids from draining through. I resent this suit and the noise it makes when I lean down to touch my sister's arm and accidently nudge a corner. It sounds like paper
towels crinkling in the bathroom, or a grocery sack being folded and shoved away in the cupboard. Leftover noises from the things we don't want to see.
 
Her legs are tanned, her calves unnaturally puffed and rubbery from the embalming fluid. I run my hand over her knee, which is thicker, more substantial than it
ever was in life. Tiny hairs itch my palm, and suddenly this is the worst thing, that my sister should die without a chance to shave her legs. That she would have
had no way of knowing, dressing for work that night, that her heart would finally give out. That she would be rushed to the hospital without the chance of doing or
saying those things we all know, in the backs of our minds, we would do and say to prepare ourselves for our own death.

 
Read the entire piece here.
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Winner-- Young Adult

Finding Black Jaguar
By Bonnie Waltch (Boston)

 
Read the entire piece here.

This is what twenty-five dollars a night buys you at the fabulous Hotel Maya in downtown San Pedro Sula: a
coffee-stained bedspread, screens too grimy to let air through, and a frozen ceiling fan. They must've thrown
in the army of spiders in the bathroom no charge. Maybe it's cheap, but my cash supply is quickly dwindling.
And clean? That depends  Mom would definitely bug out--haha--but I can deal with it  I'm channeling my



Photo credit: Jesse Beecher
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And clean? That depends. Mom would definitely bug out haha but I can deal with it. I m channeling my
grandmother Helen now, embracing my inner adventurer. It's not like I have a choice. She didn't show up at
the airport yesterday. And her phone keeps going straight to voicemail.
 
I reach for my phone, hoping she'll finally pick up and tell me where the hell she is, but the screen is black.
And then I remember: the power went out right before I fell asleep. I can just hear Mom saying how stuff like
that happens all the time in places like this, one of her many reasons for refusing to ever visit her own
mother, like how could any American possiblywant to come to Honduras when people here are dying to get
out?
 
With my phone dead, the alarm didn't go off. Which means I might've overslept and missed the bus to Santa
Rosa. Shit. I untangle myself from the sheets and jump onto the damp tile floor, my phone a dead weight in
my hand as it sinks in: I'm completely cut off. By myself in a foreign country. I can't even text Lily anymore.
 
I take in a slow breath through my nose. Humid air laced with disinfectant. You can do this, Chloe. Helen
wouldn't freak out. Helen. I picture her five-two frame in yoga pants with pink toenails sticking out of her
Birkenstocks, her messy bun held together with red glossy chopsticks, reciting some Zen phrase, like, Life is
a journey on which you discover yourself, saying exactly what I needed to hear, knowing exactly who I was.
She's the only one who ever did.
 
I shake any lingering spiders from my T-shirt and throw it on. It's inside out, but I don't care. And forget about my hair frizzing out. I clip it up. I cannot miss that
bus. I'm already cutting it close. I step into my jean shorts and combat boots, way too heavy for this heat. I don't even bother with eyeliner, just shove all my stuff
into my suitcase and drag it down the stairs.
 
The judgy woman isn't at the front desk to comment on how an Americana my age shouldn't be traveling alone. The lobby is totally deserted, silent. Where is
everyone? I head out the door to the empty street, the air a light blanket of garbage and smoke. Even the huge fronds on the palm trees are completely still, the only
sound the distant chirping of invisible birds. Now what? Dragging my suitcase behind me, I walk a block over to the main boulevard and look up and down the
street. Metal gates cover shop doorways, everything dark inside. Kind of creepy for a Saturday morning. Maybe the power's out everywhere. Will the buses even be
running?
 
Read the entire piece here.
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Second Place -- Fiction 

Desert Animals
By Marie Baleo

Read the entire story here.
 
1.
 
Outside of the borders of our town, to the west, there lives a witch, in a ranch by a lake where no one ever goes. The boys
watch her, lying on their stomachs behind the bushes, gravel biting their knees, dust clinging to their eyelashes. They barely
draw a breath, the four of them. Their pupils dilate as she sheds her dress on the pontoon. She wades into the water, unmoved
by the October chill, ravished into the current by a pull strong as a man's grip. The children are close enough to hear her
breathing through her nose, so loudly and so slow that they wonder if she may be sleepwalking. When she finds herself
standing on the tip of her toes, she lifts her feet off the muddy floor and brings her legs up to the surface. Her skin glows; her
body hovers an inch beneath the mirror. Her treading arms radiate from her body, pointing at the banks. She floats at the
center of the river for hours, hair spread around her face like an oil slick. Sometimes her eyes are closed, sometimes they are
open. Sometimes, one of the boys, not the oldest, wonders: Is she listening to songs only she can hear, played for her by the
world below?
 
2.
 
The truth, of course, is that to be a witch is the easiest thing in the world. Here is how I did it: at the ripe age of thirty-three, I
moved, unmarried and without children, to a derelict town on the outskirts of the world, a place seemingly untouched by
modernity but held together, still, by its stringent norms. There, I proceeded to buy a home on the vastest expanse of land I
could lay my hands on. I was instantly propelled to the status of local mystery. Then, out of boredom or compelled, perhaps,
by the same love of conquest that has fueled me since my youth, I moved on the men of town, fast and unavoidable. After
news traveled of my first successes, men began to fall into my lap like drowsy children or wounded animals, and the less I
seemed to care for my appearance--a side effect of living in complete aloneness--the faster they came. Some of them were
single, some were not. Some of them were old, some were not. Three weeks into it and I'd become the town slut, but no one
knew my name. I didn't know theirs either.
 
There is only one word for a woman who has sex without belonging to a man or without acquiescing to the burden of
motherhood, and that word is witch. Or perhaps it is slut. Either way, it is terrifying, for it means that perhaps women don't
need men; and if we merely choose them, they might just owe their existence not to necessity or fate, but to the will of a
woman. Suddenly there is nothing more lethal in the world, nothing as unbearable as the black flame of women's desire. No,
you were not meant to be; yes, your mother could just as well have dispensed with you-she could have simply not felt like it.
Now do you see why we are hated so? Do you understand the smell of singed flesh burning at the stake, the breaking voice of
the lawmaker as he screams out what our bodies should and should not do? The hatred of women for themselves, for others?
Now do you see why we so fear the free?



Kathye Fetsko Petrie is a
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Read the entire story here.
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Second Place -- Poetry 

Once I Had a Name
By La Rhonda Crosby-Johnson (San Fransciso)

Read entire piece here.

Once I had a name.
            Warm as the velvet smooth breeze brushing over the savannahs of Zimbabwe; hot as the golden
grains of Sahara sand.
 
Once I had a name.
            Cool and clear like the waters of the Caribbean; fragrant as Natal plum bonsai and spicy as Guinea
pepper.
 
Once I had a name.
            Singing like birds rising over Victoria Falls; flowing like the mighty Nile, rising strong like the
Sphinx.
 
Once I had a name.
            Sweet like mango juice, dripping from a smooth brown chin; rich like the warm clay between toes
and dancing feet.
 
Once I had a name.
            Announcing my greatness in every letter; spoken softly in my ear before I was born; bringing a
smile to the time-weathered faces of my ancestors.
 
Once I had a name.
            Unchanged with the coming of the boats, the violent tossing of the sea, the stench of death, the
rattling of chains, the moaning of mothers, the splashing of those choosing to die to be free.
 
Once I had a name.

            Recognized no matter how far I moved away from the familiar sounds, smells and faces of my
family compound.
 
Once I had a name.
            Now only known by the lips of my God; heard only within the deepest seat of my soul . . . and
every once in a while when the drum beats, I hear it.
 
And I know.
            Once I had a name.

Read entire piece here. 
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Second  Place -- Creative Nonfiction/Memoir

Still Life with Books: A Memoir
By Kathye Petrie

Read the entire piece here.

There are books . . . which take rank in our life with parents
and lovers and passionate experiences.-- Ralph Waldo Emerson
 
Like footfalls in T. S. Eliot's "Burnt Norton," books echo in my memory, inextricable parts of my biography. Books read and
not read, books given and received: these are the themes of my life. Bonding with my mom may have begun at birth, but the
deal wasn't sealed until the day she gave me one of her childhood treasures: a cerulean-blue Nancy Drew mystery from the
1930s.

It was The Quest of the Missing Map; I was lost in those pages for days. When I discovered this book was part of a series, I
embarked on a journey for years. To my mind, at the time, no other birthday or holiday gift-no Betsy McCall doll or cowgirl
suit, ubiquitous in the 1950s-could in any way compare to a fresh, new Nancy Drew. After all the gift wrap and ribbons
were thrown away, the promise of those printed pages remained. And never disappointed me.

There were other books in my childhood: Little Women, Alice's Adventures in Wonderland. There was my parents' gold-leaf,
leather-bound family Bible, with its sumptuous illustrations and tissue-thin pages. At my grandparents' house, where my
family went every Sunday, was a complete set of Charles Dickens's. These volumes slept behind a glass-doored cabinet, and
I would stare at them with longing. Eventually, my grandparents took pity on me and allowed me to handle the books, and
examine their engravings  Soon they let me borrow titles  one by one  to take home for a week to read
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examine their engravings. Soon they let me borrow titles, one by one, to take home for a week to read.
 
Books spurred my independence. When I was ten, I would wander alone, through neighborhoods not my own and across a
busy street to a small white house that had been converted into a public library. I can still recall the warm, dusty smell of
those book-lined former bedrooms and the sunbeams streaming through the windows. I remember being stirred by the sheer
quantity of books, with their infinite possibilities. To this day, I am always at home in a library. I seek them out to relax.
They are havens to me.
 
In my parents' house, I discovered a hidden cache of paperbacks in boxes behind the sliding doors of the wooden TV
cabinet. These turned out to be gothic novels passed on to us after having been read by relatives. For most of my pre- and
early teen years, I lived in a land of dark castles and drafty mansions inhabited by governesses, as depicted by Victoria Holt
and others of her ilk. I might be there still had not a neighbor rescued me with a copy of Gone with the Wind. I don't
remember much what happened to me that summer of my fifteenth year. But I know to this day what happened to Scarlet,
Rhett, Ashley, and Melanie.
 
When I was sixteen, I met the man who would become my husband, though it would be years before we would marry. He was an artist, and in his bedroom/studio
were painted canvases and a storyboard based on Eliot's "The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock":
 
"Let us go then, you and I . . ."

Read the entire piece here.
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Second  Place -- Young Adult

The Things We Wish to Keep
By Lisa Bradley

Read the entire piece here.

Iroquois legend says inside this forty-mile stretch of river from Lake Ontario to Quebec, a current flows that can heal a
broken heart. I've never needed a reason to believe it more than now. I'm sixteen, practically a grown-up, and should know
better than to trust matters of the heart to fairy tales or folklore. Here's the thing, though: It's not my heart I'm here for.
 
I don't wake up today intending to steal Gramps's boat. It just happens. The bow of the runabout is pointed toward open
water, a straight shot off my grandparents' dock. It's a sign. This boat is ready to lead me, Tessa Malleck, somewhere.
 
The runabout charges forward, bobbing over chop on the river. It takes a good few seconds to get a feel for the jump on the
throttle. I nearly choke on a wind gust. My eyes tear. Islands, like stepping stones, are scattered in front of me, a vibrant
green in the afternoon light. When I was younger, I'd pretend I could hop across them and travel to Canada. Today, I'll have
to thread through them like the eye of a needle.
 
Gramps's runabout is ancient, but mostly reliable. It's basically a step above a dinghy with a motor, but you wouldn't catch
me admitting that to his weather-beaten face. It takes every scrap of effort to hold the bow steady so I don't go bouncing
overboard. I've only ever steered the boat with Gramps's hands over mine, his voice telling me what to do, the smell of his
aftershave mixing with boat fuel. How hard could it be? Just a few months ago, I learned to drive my parents' old Chevette
through the narrow streets of Brooklyn. I know steering a boat isn't exactly the same, but I've watched Gramps do it a
thousand times, and that has to count for something. Some moments just stay in your brain, like nuts and bolts.
 
When I think I've got the runabout more or less under control, a dribbling sound pummels the side of the boat. My heart
jerks in my chest. The dock fenders kick up sprays of water. I forgot to pull them in when I left the dock. I can't stop now. I
might stall out here. A spray of water smacks me in the face, and goose bumps erupt on my skin. My T-shirt and cut-offs do
little to ward off the chill. I lick river off my lips, a mossy taste of fish and boat fuel. It immediately takes me back to
summers past and boat rides with Mom, Dad, and me. I roll the memories around on my tongue, until all I taste is sweet.
 
Up ahead, a giant hull bounds toward me. I'm guessing this boat is at least twice the size of Gramps's. If I'm not careful, it'll
skip me like a stone. The captain pumps his horn and waves in traditional boat speak. My back goes ramrod straight. I push
to standing. The boat draws nearer, and I see it's one of those fancy cabin cruisers. The cut-out in front overflows with six or
seven towheaded kids.
 
Read the entire piecehere.
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Third Place -- Fiction

Hinterland
By Rachel Hughes

Read the entire story here.

Killed an elk this morning. A good day. She was small for her kind. Big enough for our needs though. Nine
mouths to feed. On rations still so the elk will last us a good long while. No, wait. Eight to feed, not nine. I
keep forgetting about Den not being here anymore. Funny how I let myself skip over the part where he's
gone  Maybe three weeks now since he fell  swallowed up into a crag  I prefer to imagine him falling head
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gone. Maybe three weeks now since he fell, swallowed up into a crag. I prefer to imagine him falling head
first. A quick snap instead of a long freeze. That weird moment when you're so cold your skin starts to feel
hot and you're tempted to strip off a layer. Then the realization that the heat you think you're feeling is
actually your nerve endings dying off. No, I like thinking that he fell and didn't even know it.

We miss him. His bone marrow soup was always somehow more flavorful than if anybody else had cooked
it, like he had a secret stash of salt that he had squirreled away, hidden behind his great beard, deep within his
coat. We miss his cooking. And other things. The burrow isn't as warm now. One less person sharing their
body heat. And he fell with his knife, his gloves, boots, two days' ration of jerky. Each item small but
necessary. I wish we could ask the crag to give it all back. Let his frozen body be sacrifice enough. Shouldn't
we be able to keep the rest?

The children miss him. Uncle Denny. Denny Penny. Not that they've ever seen a penny, but children of every
dawn have always liked rhymes. He scared them at first. A gruff stranger asking to join us, wanting us to
share our store of canned goods. But then he showed the children how to make finger paint: ground up fire
char for black, mashed pips for purple. Might as well use those pips for something. They grow all over,
teasing us. Tiny berries that look like the sweetest treat. Of course they're inedible. Almost lost Mel to her
experiments after she kept insisting that we could teach our bodies to handle the berries. Eat one a day and
then two, and so on, building a tolerance. It never worked and she spent a week stinking up the burrow, her
body purging the poison. But Den knew what to do with the pips. Mash them up and make paint. Purple
crosses to mark wolf trails. Purple stain on a few socks for fun, which led to purple feet. We still laugh about
that.

Since the children get to be outside for thirty minutes at a time, supervised, Den had them painting pictures in the valley's sprawling white canvas, in between
showing them how to skin or gut. Which is what we're doing with the elk now. Before we would've just cut off whatever hunks of meat we could and stake them
over the fire. Now the skin will be cleaned and dried on the frame. The hooves and bones boiled. The meat butchered and smoked. The meager fat drained and
stored--good for cracked skin, cracked lips. The organs roasted and added to this week's rations. The intestines saved, not burned or buried like we used to. Den
taught us how to make slingshots and sew water bladders, small but useful. How many other useful things did we burn before Den showed up?

Read the entire story here.
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Third Place -- Poetry

Still I Rise
By Anne Casey

 
(After the incomparable Maya Angelou, 1928 - 2014)

Read entire piece here.

You have stalked me down in city streets
With your grubby, prying eyes,
You have rubbed me with your smutty filth
But still, like dust, I rise.
 
Did my sexiness arouse you?
When I was barely aged thirteen?
When you trailed me with your wanting
Gobbing offers so obscene.
 
Just like storms and like winds,
Sure as sunset and sunrise,
As the stars climb the night skies,
Still I'll rise.
 
When you followed me at eight
Years old to display your naked crotch,
Did my gaping mouth excite you?
Did you want to make me watch?
 
Does my indifference offend you?
Doesn't make you quite so hard?
'Cause I laugh like I've got diamonds
In my own precious heart.
 
You may slam me with your words,
You may strip me with your eyes,
You may score me with your coarseness,
But still, like your heat, I'll rise
 
Does my derisiveness distress you?
Does it come as a surprise
That I talk like I've got tactics
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That I talk like I ve got tactics
In the space behind my eyes?
 
Out of the sheds of men's shamefulness
I rise
Up from an antiquity of blamefulness
I rise
I am handed down from Amazons, baptised in their blood
Daughter of Eve, I'd see you crawling in the mud.
 
Leaving behind nights of secrets and dread, I rise
Into a daybreak that's flushed fulsome red, I rise
Bringing the rage that my fine sisters gave,
I am the cry and the call of the brave.
I rise, I rise, I rise.               

Read entire piece here.
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Third Place -- Creative Nonfiction/Memoir

Molting
By Stacey Megally

Read the entire piece here.

I don't want to be a violinist anymore.
 
I'm barely whispering, but the words scrape my heart.
 
Flat on my back on the floor of my tiny apartment, I don't even notice that the sun's gone down.
 
These words have been swimming around in my brain since the summer. But it's not until tonight--six months
before I'll graduate with a Bachelor of Music in violin performance--that I'm brave enough to say them
aloud. Tears well in the corners of my eyes, then trickle down my cheeks and into my ears.
 
For sixteen years, this has been my life. For eight years, it's been my entire identity: Stacey, the Violinist. My
crown jewel.
 
When did it start feeling like an old winter coat? Scratchy, hot, buttoned too tight.
 
Maybe it was in February, when my teacher died. I thought I'd just been mourning. I was still going to class,
still practicing and going to rehearsals. But I woke up every morning wanting to go back to sleep. I watched
everyone around me start to heal and move on by throwing themselves right back into the music. A new piece
to work on, a new recording to discover. But those very same things made me feel even worse.
 
Maybe it was a few years ago when I first started feeling too big, too small, too something for my skin. My
friends would rhapsodize late into the night about Shostakovich No. 7 or the Metropolitan Opera Orchestra,
and I'd get so bored, I'd daydream about taking a nap on a sunny beach. 
 
Maybe it was as far back as high school, when despite my grand dreams of becoming a violin superstar, I'd routinely choose reading or writing or even vacuuming
my room over practicing.
 
Or maybe it was today during a late afternoon rehearsal. The conductor--a man who wore his ass-holery like a badge--stopped the entire rehearsal and stared at me
with disgust emanating from his pores. I flushed from my scalp to my chest to my armpits. Beads of sweat popped up along my hairline. "Why the hell are you
even here?" As the words flew out of his mouth, prickles burned up and down my arms.
 
Two hours later, I repeat his question into the darkness. Why the hell am I even here?
 
I'm here because I've practiced so hard my fingertips have morphed into thick, bulbous callouses. I have a rough, red mark right where violin meets neck--not
unlike a quarter-sized hickey--that all violinists gripe about endlessly but are secretly proud of.
 
I'm here because I finally feel like the hard-core classical musician my friends and I idolized when we were in high school. I can stand up in front of my peers
while my playing is sized up, dissected and ripped to shreds. And I'm not afraid to elbow my way to the front of the line so I can find overhead space for my violin
on an airplane.
 
I'm here because I own enough tops, skirts, slacks, and shoes for at least seven combinations of all-black concert attire.
        
Read the entire piece here.
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A Fire Ignited
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By Laura Picklesimer

Read the entire piece here.

Julie's scar is barely noticeable to most, but she knows it's there, can see the tiny ripple of lighter skin against
her wrist, the delicate line traced just under her palm. The trail blends in with the soft blue of her veins, but she
can spot the discrepancy, feel the slightly raised surface. She knows she's marked, different.
 
Her parents worry. That is their defining verb. They worry about Julie, about her grades, about providing
nutritional meals, about strangers, about boys, and about other girls, the easy venom of their words.
 
Julie is not allowed to take the light rail to school even though it's much faster than navigating the traffic by
car. It also requires her mother to wake at five a.m. so she can drop Julie off before her work shift.
 

"You know exactly where I'm going," Julie says before they leave the house for another school day. "Why can't
I ride the rail?"
 
"That doesn't mean something can't happen along the way."
 
Her mother clasps her left hand over her right. Always hiding, making herself slightly smaller, folding herself
in.
 
Julie's parents absorb the horrific stories reported each night after work, take tally of the kidnappings, car
accidents, overdoses. They closely monitor the heartbreak of others on their devices each day, feed on it like
well-mannered vampires.
 
Julie stays quiet at school during roll call, sits with her hands together at her desk as though in prayer. It's a slight modification of her mother's resigned stance, she
has recently realized. Three other students wear a scar similar to Julie's along their wrists. They maintain an unspoken agreement to never mention it.
 
Lunch break arrives, and Julie eats the meal her mother has packed for her: a sensible sandwich flanked by a variety of vegetables. Julie is often alone at lunch
though she receives several messages throughout the day on her phone.
 
Julie's favorite class is history, where she learns about places and times before her own, when so much of a person had been left undiscovered. People her age had
children, took lovers, created empires. She daydreams about ancient Byzantine when the bell rings, signaling the end of the day.
 

 ***
 
And then, an unscheduled accident, a disruption in an otherwise blanket of monotony. After school, Julie's father is late, absent from his usual pick-up location. At
first, a palpitation of worry strikes Julie. She checks her tablet, but there is no word from him.
 
"You need a ride?"
 
The words startle her. She looks up, and the speaker is about her age, a little older. He's tall, cute. Julie's face reddens, and her wrist throbs.
 
"I'm picking up a friend." He motions to a car, beat up and bruised, but his.
 
"You go here?" Julie asks.
 
"No, I graduated."
 
"You aren't in college?"
 
He smiles and shakes his head.
 
"So you need a ride?"
 
She can't believe he's serious, that he'd think she'd climb in a car with a complete stranger.
 
"No, I couldn't."
 
And yet, even as she declines, Julie wants to see him again. There's no way she can sneak off, but she knows that she would try all the same if he simply asks her
to. It's all resting in him, in his loose limbs and dark eyes.

        
Read the entire piece here.
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From Wheat to Bread
By Atossa Shafaie
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Read entire story here.

Nothing absorbed death's scent. A shame, this one looked young. Bahar stroked the graying cheek. She traced a
line down the shoulder, across the arm, along the wrist bone, detouring to the ring finger. A faint outline marked a
removed wedding band. She imagined the girl's skin flushed, a beating heart pushing vessels open in response to
her husband's touch. Bahar disliked the female body, too soft and forgiving, all curves where angles should be.
She let go of the finger and spread the body's legs just a little. She pulled a puff of cotton and placed it over the
hairy part, then gently closed things back.
 

There was a time, in Tehran, when all family members were allowed to wash and anoint their loved ones before
they were lowered into the ground. But now, due to overpopulation and the laws of supply and demand, that
privilege cost more than many could afford. So most mourners made due spectating behind windows as bodies
moved along the "prep for heaven" assembly line.
 
She doubted the men's Wash House was a ridiculous as the women's, with all the wailing and chest beating. Just
like a zoo, they lined up three or four thick to watch. Bahar wondered how many belonged to this one, blubbering
and staining the glass she would eventually have to clean. Her finger moved along the leg, pushing into a fading
bruise.
 
They'll lift your lifelessness and tumble you into a concrete tub for everyone to see, washing your delicacy away
with cold water and lye. You won't gasp. Your skin won't bump at the cold. Those who loved you, those who envied
you, even those who hated you will grieve for one dead so young, so beautiful. But when they see your toes curled
in, your eyes open and clouding, your limbs flopping like a fish out of water, it's fear they push away. They know,
we all know, that death will one day kiss our feet too.
 
"Stop playing with the body, freak."
 
The supervisor stood close, breathing down her neck.
 
"I didn't want to give you this job," she whispered. "But for your family name, I would have said no. Do you hear me?"
 
She started pulling the trolley away. Bahar straightened herself and squared her shoulders. "This clay, so strong of heart, of sense so fine, Surely such clay is more
than half divine--'Tis only fools speak evil of the clay, The very stars are made of clay like mine."
 
The supervisor stopped. "What did you say?"
 
"Nothing you would understand," Bahar answered.
 
The supervisor snorted and moved on. Likely she had never read anything but the Koran, much less heard of something as delicate as Khayyam's poetry. Bahar
watched the body go, wishing for her own turn. She braced as they came one after the other for the next eight hours. Brush the hair, cover the indecent, on to the
wash--room; Her own private hell of nakedness and decay. Some fat, others old and frail, sometimes shaved where the cotton goes, or gray and patchy. Each body
emptied of whatever animates, a silent sack of fingerprinted life decomposing. She had that in common with them. In this way she understood them best.
     
Read entire story here.
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Honorable Mention -- Poetry

Supposed to Be
By Elisabeth Bassin

Read the entire poem here. 

At sixteen
I studied
fashion magazines,
beckoned by
mannequin wraiths,
short skirts,
impossible limbs.
 
I yearned
to dwell
in those pages,
a place where
a girl could
disappear,
become spectral,
free of fear.
 
At last
I lashed
timbers of a raft,
determined
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determined
to cross the sea
between
what I was

supposed to be
and me.
 
I hungered
to hunger
but no crew
tied me
to the mast,
no one halted
my overboard leap
toward the sirens
pain and beauty.
 
Instead, a chorus
of well-wishers
bid me
bon voyage,
leaving me to
 
my folly.
 
Read the entire poem here.
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Honorable Mention -- Young Adult

The Name You're Not Supposed to Call Women
By Renee Roberson

 
Read entire story here.

Cate shuffled into the room, in no mood for yet another useless health class. So far in the semester they had
covered cyber bullying, gender roles (that had been a bit confusing) and how to maintain a positive self-image.
 
"Wonder what exciting topic we have today," she said sarcastically to her friend Ava, as she tossed her backpack
on the floor.
 
"Can't wait to find out!" Ava forced a cheerful smile, and then frowned as she leaned across the aisle. "Hey, you
alright? You look tired."
 
"I'm fine," Cate said. "Just a late night."
 
"Oh, I get it. Late night texting session with Micah, huh?"
 
"Something like that." As if on cue, Cate felt her cell phone vibrate. She sat up straighter in her seat when she
realized they had a guest speaker in place of their usual teacher, Ms. Desmond.
 
The woman fussed around with the laptop set up on a table for a moment, making sure the first slide appeared on
the screen against the wall before speaking.
 
"Hello everyone. My name is Leslie Peterson, and I work at a local counseling center here in town. We're going to
talk about an issue that we feel like teenagers need to be made more aware of, but before we get started, I want to
ask you all a question." From somewhere near the back of the classroom, someone laughed nervously. Those
kinds of questions in health class never ended well.
 
Leslie cleared her throat. "Please raise your hand if you know what domestic violence is."
 
Cate glanced around the room, slowly raising her hand along with most of her classmates.
 
"Oh brother," Ava said beside her, groaning softly.
 
"Okay, I figured that," Leslie continued. "What I'm here to talk about today is a form of violence that you don't hear much about, but it's just as important. And
that's relationship abuse." She paused. "I see some raised eyebrows. Let me explain. This type of abuse is often used to control another person, and it can be just as
damaging as physical abuse, especially over a prolonged period of time. For this class we're going to focus specifically on relationship abuse in interpersonal
relationships. I have prepared for you a few examples."
 
Cate's cell phone vibrated again and she silently prayed no one else could hear it as the first slide popped up on the projection screen, with the word "Verbal Abuse
Disguised as Jokes" printed in black block letters.

 
"During this type of abuse an abuser may call someone a hurtful name and then say something like 'Don't be so sensitive  I was just kidding!"



During this type of abuse an abuser may call someone a hurtful name and then say something like Don t be so sensitive. I was just kidding!
 
Cate looked around the room, trying to gauge whether or not this description struck a nerve with anyone else. What she mostly saw was a lot of girls staring at their
fingernails, reapplying lip gloss, texting underneath their desks, and the guys had their baseball hats lowered to make it easier for them to sneak in a nap.
     
Read entire story here.
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